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Abstract

This study introduces a principle, which unifies two experimental meth-
ods for airborne indoor virus-transmissions adapted to several ventilation
measures. A first-time comparison of mechanical/natural ventilation and
air purifiers with regard to infection risks is achieved. Effortful com-
putational fluid dynamics demand detailed boundary conditions for
accurate calculations of indoor airflows, which are often unknown. Hence
a suitable, simple and generalized experimental set up for identifying
the spatial and temporal infection risk for different ventilation mea-
sures is required. A trace gas method is suitable for mechanical and
natural ventilation with outdoor air exchange. For an accurate assess-
ment of air purifiers based on filtration a surrogate particle method
is appropriate. The release of a controlled rate of either trace gas
or particles simulates an infectious person releasing virus material.
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2 Experimental Methods of Investigating Airborne Indoor Virus-Transmissions

Surrounding substance concentration measurements identify the neigh-
borhood exposure. One key aspect of the study is to prove that the
requirement of concordant results of both methods is fulfilled. This
is the only way to ensure that the comparison of different ventila-
tion measures described above is reliable. Two examples (a two person
office, several classrooms) show how practical both methods are and
how the principle is applicable for different types and sizes of rooms.

Keywords: aerosol infection risk, SARS-CoV-2 transmission, measurement
methods, surrogate particles, trace gas, ventilation measures
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quantity description unit

Acronyms
DEHS di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate
FFP2 filtering facepiece (class 2)
HEPA high-efficiency particulate arrestance
N2O nitrous oxide
OPC optical particle counter
PIRA predicted infection risk via aerosols
PM particulate matter
SARS-CoV-2 Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
SF6 sulfur hexafluoride
SMPS scanning mobility particle sizer

Roman Symbols
cq quanta concentration m−3

csp surrogate particle mass concentration kgm−3

ctg trace gas concentration molmol−1

Dq dose of inhaled quanta –
M molar mass kgmol−1

ṁ mass flow kg h−1

ṅ molar flow mol h−1

PI predicted infection risk via aerosols %
q quanta rate h−1

t exposition time h

V̇ volume flow m3 h−1

Vr room volume m3

w window condition –

Greek Symbols
η device or mask filtration efficiency –
ρ density kgm−3

Φ̇ combined rate of natural inactivation and deposition h−1

Ψ curve fit assessment %

Subscripts
0 initial state
ag aerosol generator
air air
dev device
exh exhalation
in in
inh inhalation
out out
q quanta
ref reference
sp surrogate particles
tg trace gas

Table 1 nomenclature
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1 Introduction

The ongoing pandemic teaches us that the implementation of appropriate

ventilation measures can significantly reduce indoor infection risks.

For fast and simple assessments many calculation models regarding the

infection risk of SARS-CoV-2 in indoor environments exist [1–6]. Using ide-

alised assumptions (e.g. ideal mixed ventilation) the accuracy decreases with

the size of the room. Even for small to medium scales, these may not resolve

aerosol dispersion appropriately. Displacement ventilation concepts, often

applied in large halls, impede estimations of virus transmission to neighbors. In

ideal theory there would occur only unobjectionable vertical buoyancy flows. In

reality, however, these are superimposed by horizontal flows due to disturbance

effects (e.g. cold walls and leaky doors), which are critical regarding neigh-

bor infection risks. If the relevant boundary conditions for these disturbing

influences are unknown, the estimation is regarded even more critical.

For individual considerations and higher accuracies, experimental stud-

ies examine the effects of ventilation measures on airborne infections. Some

of them deal with a real virus load of the indoor air with actually present

infectious persons, without controlled boundary conditions [7]. In [8], trace

gas measurements and flow simulations are used to simulate an actual infec-

tion scenario in order to reproduce transmission paths in detail. Transient

and absolute considerations of virus loads are omitted in this context. Other

research studies examine the effects of ventilation measures, but do not take

into account the transfer of substitutes to viruses and thus the actual infection

risk [9]. As a result, only relative statements on the risk reduction are possible.

In general, ventilation measures can be divided into filtering recirculation

methods (e.g. air cleaning) and ventilation principles with outside air exchange

(e.g. natural/mechanical ventilation). However, there are no published studies
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on the comparative assessment of both measures with regard to the infection

risk.

Previous experimental research is not yet suitable for a holistic individual

assessment of the infection risk. Therefore, a comprehensive and standardized

measurement procedure for any airborne transmitted disease is required. In

this paper, two consistent measurement methods are presented, which allow

to determine spatially and temporally resolved infection risks in rooms accu-

rately. For the first time, the two consistent approaches can be used to evaluate

both filtering recirculation devices and ventilation principles with outdoor air

exchange.

2 Theory of airborne virus infections

In 1955, the first approach of assessing general infection risks was developed,

which was improved and specified in 1978 on the disease measles [10, 11].

The authors introduced the dose of inhaled quanta Dq as indicator whether

an infection occurs. Taking into account the efficiency of masks it can be

calculated as:

Dq(t) = V̇inh (1− ηinh)

∫ t

0

cq(t) dt+Dq 0 (1)

with V̇inh, ηinh, cq(t), Dq 0 as inhalation volume flow, mask filtration effi-

ciency for inhaling, quanta concentration at time t and the initial value of Dq

respectively.

The approach of Wells et al. and Riley et al. allows the computation of the

predicted infection risk via aerosols (PIRA), labeled as PI:
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PI = 1− e−Dq . (2)

Continous ventilation

Rooms in non-residential buildings are commonly equipped with continuously

operating ventilation systems. The following figure shows the transient course

of quanta concentration and the resulting PIRA over time (fig. 1) [12].

For this continuously ventilation the blue curves describe the solution of

an inhomogeneous differential equation of first order and the black curves the

resulting PIRA for two different volume flows respectively.
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Fig. 1 quanta concentration and PIRA course for different device volume flows

The shape of these theoretical curves is similar, when replacing a ventilation

device by an air purifier. Only the absolute values can change because of the

degree of particle separation of the device. Furthermore, for an air purifier only
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one undesired short circuit effect exists (supply to extract air) instead of two

(supply to extract air and exhaust to outdoor air) for a ventilation device.

Equation (3) shows the differential equation for the quanta concentration

for a continuous ventilation:

dcq(t)

dt
=

q̇out (1− ηexh)

Vr
− V̇dev cq(t) ηdev

Vr
− Φ̇ cq(t), cq(0) = cq 0 (3)

with q̇out, ηexh, Vr, V̇dev, ηdev, Φ̇ as quanta rate (output), mask filtration

efficiency for exhaling, room volume, volume flow of device and device effi-

ciency (filtration ratio for air purifiers, exhaust air to outdoor air exchange for

ventilation systems) and combined rate of natural inactivation and deposition

of existing viruses respectively.

The differential equation (3) consists of three different terms. The first one

is based on the continuous release of quanta of an infectious person, the second

is the quanta removal of the ventilation according to the current quanta concen-

tration and the third is a combined rate of natural inactivation and deposition

of existing viruses [13–16]. The last term can be described and modelled well in

theory, but in practice it is challenging to include it in experimental settings.

In case of zero initial concentration this equation can be solved analytically

resulting in:

cq(t) =
q̇out (1− ηexh)

V̇dev ηdev + Φ̇Vr

(
1− e

(
− V̇dev ηdev

Vr
−Φ̇

)
t

)
. (4)

Besides the exposition time the volume flow has the most relevant impact

on the infection risk. The higher it is adjusted the lower the equilibrium level

of the concentration and therefore the infection risk (fig. 1).
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Periodic ventilation

For a periodic natural ventilation, the course of quanta concentrations show

different sections depending on the window opening strategy. There is a switch

between a differential equation for closed and for opened windows. This can

either be solved with an analytical [17] or a numerical approach (less effort).

The following plot (fig. 2) shows the quanta concentration over time for a

periodic strategy of natural ventilation depending on different cross-section

areas of the windows and resulting volume flows [18]. Without the considered

deposition and natural inactivation the curve no window and the sections of

closed windows would become straight lines. Besides a homogeneous substance

distribution (at any position at any time) it is assumed that the wind velocity

and the outside temperature are constant and that the room temperature is

hold at a constant value by an ideal controller of the heating system.
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Fig. 2 quanta concentration course for periodic ventilation depending on different opened
window areas

The step-wise differential equation for the transient concentration and the

resulting Dq is shown in (5) and (6):
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for w=0:
dcq(t)

dt
=

q̇out (1− ηexh)

Vr
− Φ̇ cq(t), cq(0) = cq 0 (5)

for w=1:
dcq(t)

dt
=

q̇out (1− ηexh)

Vr
− V̇w cq(t)

Vr
− Φ̇ cq(t), cq(0) = cq 0 (6)

with V̇w as window volume flow. Using (1) and (2) the dose of inhaled

quanta and finally PIRA can be calculated. The higher the window area and

therefore the resulting periodic airflow, the lower the dose of inhaled quanta

and thereby the infection risk.

With these assumptions it is possible to estimate infection risks using ven-

tilation devices, air purifiers and natural ventilation under mixed ventilation

conditions. Whereas experimental methods of substance dispersion concern-

ing the airborne transmission of virus infections enable accurate spatially and

temporally resolved results for any ventilation principle even for unknown

boundary conditions.

3 Experimental Methods

Airborne virus transmission is mostly dealing with particles below 5µm of size

[19, 20]. These particles are meant to have negligible sink velocities and follow

airflows exactly [21]. A common method investigating airflows quantitatively

is releasing substances (which also follow the airflow) and measuring their

concentrations. In order to evaluate the totality of the ventilation measures

suitable substances are trace gas and surrogate particles. For scenarios with

outside air exchange only trace gas is appropriate because of entering particles
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from the outside, which would falsify particle measurements. For recirculation

devices based on filtration, however, trace gas is inapplicable since it is not

filtered and therefore no device effect can be measured. For this reason, two

different methods are essential.

3.1 Trace gas method

The focus of previous indoor air investigations using trace gas, also conducted

at the University of Stuttgart, has mostly been on evaluating the ventilation

effectiveness rather than infection risks [22]. The method is based on the emis-

sion of trace gas, which is not present in the natural surrounding and whose

concentration can be measured by infrared spectrometers (e.g. N2O or SF6).

First the room needs to be freed from trace gas from eventual previous mea-

surements. By using a mass flow controller with gas specific adapted properties

a constant and continuous mass flow of the trace gas is possible.

Along with the measured trace gas concentration, the quanta rate (output)

and the respiratory rate the following theoretical post processing leads to a

calculation of the infection risk of a certain disease.

For trace gas, which is transported in a similar way to airborne particles

and viruses (all below 5 µm) [23] the following approach without mask filtration

efficiency is assumed:

ṅin tg(t)

ṅout tg
=

q̇in(t)

q̇out
(7)

with ṅin tg, ṅout tg, q̇in, q̇out as (fictitious) molar flow for trace gas (input),

molar flow for trace gas (output), quanta rate (input) and quanta rate (output)

respectively.
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From the (time dependent) quanta rate (input) q̇in the dose of inhaled

quantaDq is determined by integration over time (assumption:Dq 0 = 0, cq 0 =

0):

Dq =

t∫
0

q̇in(t) dt =
q̇out

ṅout tg

t∫
0

ṅin tg(t) dt. (8)

The molar flow for (fictitious) trace gas (input) is calculated by using ṅ =

ṁ/M and the assumption ctg(t) ≪ 1:

ṅin tg(t) = ctg(t) ṅinh = ctg(t)
ρair V̇inh

Mair
(9)

with ctg, ṅinh, ρair, Mair as measured trace gas concentration, inhalation

molar flow, density and molar mass of air respectively (note: conversion from

ppm in molmol−1 might be necessary).

The resulting equation for the dose of inhaled quanta Dq, considering mask

filtration efficiency (see [24, 25]), is:

Dq =

t∫
0

q̇in(t) dt

= (1− ηinh) (1− ηexh)
q̇out Mtg

ṁout tg

ρair V̇inh

Mair

t∫
0

ctg(t) dt (10)

with Mtg, ṁout tg as molar mass and mass flow of trace gas (output)

respectively.
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A numerical integration of the concentration of trace gas over time ctg(t)

(e.g. via trapezoidal rule) allows the transfer into measurement data via

equation (2) into an infection risk for scenarios with outdoor air exchange.

3.2 Surrogate particles method

To evaluate the function of an air purifier based on filtration an alternative

method is required, because trace gas can not be filtered. For this approach

the room needs to be freed from particles by the air purifier first. From then on

only particles that are actually released by particle generators are measured.

A suitable substance for particles is Di-Ethylhexyl-Sebacat (DEHS). Besides

the advantage that its particles keep the same size over time because of very

low evaporation rates, the measured size distribution is similar to the exhaled

particles of humans [20, 26].

Any other possible particle sources (even persons) should be removed from

the room of investigation or kept emitting as low as possible. Using several

optical particle counter (OPC) or Scanning mobility particle Sizer (SMPS) on

different positions allow a spatial and temporal measurement of the number

concentration and size distribution of particles, which are visible for these

instruments.

The measured surrogate particle concentration, the quanta rate (input)

and the respiratory rate lead to the calculation of the infection risk for a room

equipped with an air purifier.

Analogue to the trace gas method for surrogate particles the following

approach without mask filtration efficiency is assumed:

ṁin sp(t)

ṁout sp
=

q̇in(t)

q̇out
(11)
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with ṁin sp, ṁout sp as mass flow for surrogate particles input (fictitious)

and output respectively.

Similar to the trace gas method the dose of inhaled quanta Dq is

(assumption: Dq 0 = 0, cq 0 = 0):

Dq =

t∫
0

q̇in(t) dt =
q̇out

ṁout sp

t∫
0

ṁin sp(t) dt. (12)

Substituting the assumed constant mass flow (output) of surrogate particles

(ṁout sp = cout sp V̇ag) and a fictitious mass inhalation rate of surrogate par-

ticles (ṁin sp(t) = cin sp(t) V̇inh) in (12) (considering mask filtration efficiency

see [24, 25]) results in:

Dq =

t∫
0

q̇in(t) dt = (1− ηinh) (1− ηexh)
q̇out

cout sp V̇ag

V̇inh

t∫
0

cin sp(t) dt (13)

with V̇ag, cout sp, cin sp(t) as volume flow of aerosol generator, mass

concentration of surrogate particles (output and input) respectively.

With regard to suspected agglomeration effects a mass range up to 10µm

is suggested for higher levels of accuracy (see also section 6). This can be

determined by cumulating mass concentrations of each size fraction by calcu-

lating their volumes and their weight with the density of the specific particle

substance.
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4 Comparison between both methods

One key aspect of the study is to prove that both methods are concordant.

Hence, a comparison between both measuring methods for substance disper-

sion is essential. Bivolarova et al. compare trace gases with different particle

sizes on the basis of steady-state observations and decay curves of substance

concentrations. A temporal resolution of these concentrations from the initial

to the steady state - i.e. the dispersion of the substances - as well as a transfer

to an infectious event is not focused here. [27]

However, depending on the infectiousness of a disease and the exposure

time, the transient dispersion is relevant to an infection process. In addition,

the relation of substance release rates (emission) to emerging concentration

profiles (immission) is not yet examined and thus a transfer to a fictitious unit

such as quanta is not possible. For these reasons, a comparison is made with

respect to transient quanta concentration courses in an airflow visualization

laboratory with controlled boundary conditions. In order to ensure that almost

no outdoor particles enter the room a HEPA 14 filter was integrated into

the duct of supply air. Otherwise, in addition to the released particles, those

from outside would also be measured and therefore corrupts the experimental

data. A simultaneous release and measuring of particles and trace gas at the

same position is expected to result in the same dispersion of both substances.

In this case the calculated course of the curves of quanta concentrations for

both substances is supposed to be similar in all measuring positions. This

experimental set up is shown in figure 3.
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Fig. 3 set up to compare both methods (left) and top view of the conference room (right)

quantity value quantity value

room volume 109m3 volume flow 1250m3 h−1

quanta rate (input) 46.5 h−1 exposition time 1 h
medium SF6/DEHS number of persons 9

Table 2 relevant parameters of the comparative measurement

In figure 4 the result at a single measuring position (best fit) in the con-

ference room is shown. Over the entire measurement period both quanta

concentration courses are similar. Therefore it is expected that both meth-

ods are suitable and can be applied for different ventilation cases. Also worth

emphasizing is the small discrepancy between both experimental curves com-

pared to the theoretical one under steady state conditions. This is due to the

possibility of accurate volume flow measurements (correlation to steady state

concentration) in the laboratory. However, during the transient course, a dis-

crepancy is generally observed, since substances in reality need time to disperse

to a certain position.
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Fig. 4 comparison between particle and trace gas measurement as a function of quanta
concentration over time exemplified in a conference room (position 3)

5 Experimental studies

In the following section it is shown that both methods are practical. The

measured scenarios go from small to large scale and contain the three

main ventilation types: a two person office (air purifier), classroom (natural

and mechanical ventilation, air purifier) and the Opera Stuttgart in Ger-

many (mechanical ventilation). Except of the opera the investigated example

scenarios are shown in detail.

Besides supply and extract air effects indoor airflows are influenced by

sub- and over-tempered surfaces (e.g. thermal sources). For an appropriate

simulation of human heat outputs for a certain activity rate (low activity:

75W) [28] thermal dummies with a surface area of an average human (1.8m2)

[29] are recommended. Figure 5 shows a professional thermal person dummy

and also a low cost method for substituting many persons in large rooms (e.g.

Stuttgart Drama Theatre).
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Fig. 5 professional thermal person dummy (left), low cost variants (cartons with lightning
bulbs inside) in Stuttgart Drama Theatre (right)

5.1 Spatially resolved measurements in a laboratory

Under reproducible boundary conditions in an air visualisation laboratory, the

different air purifiers have been investigated and assessed. The focus lies on

the particle removal effectiveness of the device in a two person office. Thereby

one of these persons is assumed to be infectious. Figure 6 shows a photo and

the top view of the experimental set up.
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Fig. 6 photo (left) and the top view (right) of the experimental set up of a two person
office with an air purifiers in an air visualisation laboratory

quantity value quantity value

room volume 71m3 volume flow 900m3 h−1

quanta rate (output) 46.5 h−1 exposition time 1 h
medium DEHS filtration class HEPA 14
number of persons 2

Table 3 relevant parameters of the experiments concerning the effectiveness of air purifiers.

The temporally-resolved particle concentrations by the OPCs allow a com-

putation of the infection risk (PIRA) at certain positions in a room using

equation (13). An exemplary measurement result is shown in figure 7.
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Fig. 7 theoretical (ideal mixed air) and measured quanta concentration (left axis) and their
related mass concentration (right axis) of six positions in a two-person office

The deviations of the individual positions among each other show a sig-

nificant benefit of a spatial view. Moreover, quanta concentrations in figure 7

do not only mismatch the ideal mixed ventilation in the transient range but

also in the steady state. The volume flow rates stated by the manufacturers

of air purifiers (used for this calculation) seem to be less accurate than own

measurements of a mechanical ventilation in an air duct (see fig. 4). In this

case for a duration of 1 hour the overall infection risk for a medium spreader

by Peng et al. [30] using equation (2) results in a range from 2.2% (position

4) and 4.0% (position 2).

5.2 Comparison of ventilation measures in classrooms

Further investigations of ventilation measures in classrooms were conducted, to

assess the effectiveness of periodic window ventilation, decentralised ventilation

systems and air purifiers regarding infection risk and thermal comfort. For

this study, it is required that both methods (trace gas and surrogate particles)
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perform similarly. Figure 8 shows the set up and the three ventilation measures

exemplarily.

Fig. 8 experimental set up (top), exemplary window ventilation (bottom left), exemplary
decentralised ventilation system (bottom middle), exemplary air purifier (bottom right)

quantity value quantity value

room volume 180. . . 400m3 volume flow 500. . . 1250m3 h−1

quanta rate (output) 46.5 h−1 exposition time 1.5 h
medium SF6/DEHS number of persons 17. . . 30

Table 4 relevant parameters of the experiments in classrooms

Due to changing boundary conditions during this study (compared to

reproducible conditions in the laboratory), measurements were taken in many

different rooms over several days. The results of the three investigated measures

are illustrated in two plots in figure 9 and 10. They show the mean infection

risk depending on the occurring volume flow for an assumed medium-spreader

[30] and an exposition time of 1.5 h. For the periodic window ventilation (in

this case 20/5/20: 20min opened, 5min closed) the current airflows are cal-

culated depending on weather and window data [18]. The plots contain also
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the results for ideal mixed ventilations, which agree well with the measured

data. Moreover, it should be emphasized that the comparison of air purifiers

based on filtration and ventilation systems with air exchange (fig. 10) is only

reliable because both measurement methods of the underlying principle match

well (section 4).
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6 Discussion

The behaviour of particles in the surrogate particle approach has the most

uncertainties for an approximated infection risk. Leaving the aerosol generator

the trajectories of the particles in the room are changing into omnidirectional

motions, which might cause statistically based agglomeration. Depending on

the concentration and the particle sizes, the number of particles agglomerating

is increasing due to its probability of a collision. The intensity of this effect

should be discussed in the extended results of figure 4, which lead to figure 11.
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Fig. 11 comparison of quanta concentrations based on particle mass, particle number and
trace gas concentrations in a conference room

The assessment how well the quanta curves determined by surrogate par-

ticle method fit relatively the one by trace gas method is calculated as

follows:
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Ψ =

t∫
0

|cq ref(t)− cq(t)| dt

t∫
0

cq ref(t) dt

(14)

with Ψ, cq ref as curve fit assessment and reference quanta concentration

(trace gas method) respectively.

approach curve fit assessment Ψ

trace gas (reference) 0%
particle number concentration 48.7%
particle mass concentration < 1µm 35.0%
particle mass concentration < 2.5µm 13.3%
particle mass concentration < 10µm 5.6%

Table 5 curve fit assessment of different approaches

Agglomeration effects can not be considered using the particle number

concentration, which results in Ψ = 48.7%. For mass concentrations below

1µm agglomeration might cause particles leaving the upper limit of the OPC’s

detection range, which results in lower quanta concentrations compared to

trace gas. For 2.5µm this effect becomes a little smaller because of a lower

amount of large particles. It is even negligible for 10µm and its curve matches

almost the trace gas course (Ψ = 5.6%). To avoid underestimated infection

risks it is highly recommended to apply mass concentrations < 10µm .

Besides particle agglomeration further impacts on both methods might be

caused by wall effects. Whereas trace gas should be reflected, liquid particles

are assumed to be trapped at walls. This might be one possible explanation for

a lower curve of particle mass compared to trace gas concentration (fig. 11).

In scenarios with both principles (filtering device and ventilation with out-

door air exchange), like an air purifier combined with a window or mechanical
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ventilation, a new challenge arises. Outdoor air contains many particles of the

same sizes as released by an aerosol generator, which means an OPC can-

not separate between surrogate and outdoor particles. One pre-study in the

project described in subsection 5.2 shows that a simultaneous outdoor SMPS

measurement of particle size distribution provides a solution.

There are usually overlaps of the size distributions of outdoor particles

and released ones. By taking into account only released particles outside this

overlap, only these are considered by measuring instruments. It is worth men-

tioning that with this approach agglomeration effects can not be detected

appropriately and therefore results in inaccuracies.

7 Conclusion

In order to estimate the infection risk of airborne indoor virus-transmissions

either calculation models or measurements can be carried out. The imple-

mented simplifications of these calculation models (e.g. ideal mixed ventilation)

might deliver fast but inaccurate results for certain scenarios. Previous exper-

imental studies examine the effects of ventilation measures in more detail.

However, instead of transient and absolute considerations of viral loads they

often regard relative statements of the infection risk.

Therefore, this study presents two experimental methods that are capable

of determining a temporally and spatially resolved infection risk for different

ventilation measures. Since particles entering from outside would falsify the

particle measurements, only the trace gas method is suitable for ventilation

systems with air exchange and for natural ventilation. However, an accurate

assessment of air purifiers based on filtration is only applicable by the surrogate

particle method, because trace gas is not filtered and therefore no device effect

can be measured. For this reason, two different methods are essential.
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Both methods are based on the theory that particles of relevant scales for

infection procedures are completely airborne. The release of a controlled rate

of either trace gas with a mass flow controller or particles with an aerosol gen-

erator allows a simulation of an infectious person releasing virus material. The

measurement equipment includes a infrared spectrometer (trace gas method)

or optical particle counters (surrogate particle method). For both approaches,

the mathematical transfer of measured concentrations into infection risks is

presented. In order to prove that the two methods are concordant, a com-

parison is essential. In an air visualisation laboratory with filtered outside

air exchange both methods are executed simultaneously. In fact, they provide

similar results. This allows a first-time reliable experimental comparison of

ventilation systems, natural ventilation and air purifiers.

Besides the detailed explanations and the comparison of both methods,

several aspects, which might influence the accuracy are, discussed. Two exem-

plary scenarios show how practical both methods are and how scalable this

principle is. Even if the ventilation concept deviates significantly from mixed

ventilation, infection risks can be determined. Besides a two person office,

results of measurements performed in several classrooms are presented. Both

scenarios highlight the value of experimental investigations with temporal and

spatial resolutions for determining infection risks.
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